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SOUTH AFRICA - 2017
DAILY RATES






LION + PLAINSGAME - 10 DAYS X 2 100.00 PER DAY – 21 000.00
BUFFALO + PLAINSGAME - 10 DAYS X 1 250.00 – 12 500.00
LEOPARD + PLAINSGAME - 14 DAYS X 1 250.00 – 17 500.00
PLAINSGAME HUNTS - 10 DAYS X 475.00 – 4 750.00
PLAINSGAME HUNTS - 7 DAYS X 475.00 – 3 325.00

TROPHY FEES
BLESBOK
BONTEBOK
BUFFALO
BUSHBUCK
BUSHPIG
CARACAL
DUIKER BLUE
DUIKER GREY
DUIKER RED
ELAND
GEMSBOK
GRYSBOK
HARTEBEEST
IMPALA
KLIPSPRINGER
KUDU CAPE

500.00
1 900.00
11 500.00
900.00
490.00
900.00
1 400.00
400.00
1 400.00
2 400.00
1 500.00
1 200.00
950.00
490.00
1 250.00
1 700.00

There is a 14% government tax on daily rates.

KUDU SOUTHERN
LEOPARD
LION
NYALA
ORIBI
REEDBUCK COMMON
REEDBUCK MOUNTAIN
SPRINGBUCK
STEENBOK
VAAL RHEBOK
WARTHOG
WATERBUCK
WILDEBEEST BLACK
WILDEBEEST BLUE
ZEBRA BURCHELLS
ZEBRA HARTMANNS

1 890.00
7 000.00
24 000.00
2 460.00
2 000.00
1 100.00
700.00
480.00
490.00
1 900.00
490.00
2 000.00
1 200.00
1 100.00
1 200.00
3 800.00

EQUIPMENT
Rule of thumb equipment list is as follows; rifles and ammunition, binoculars, camera and
charger, two pairs soft hunting pants (military green or dark khaki – these colours apply to all
hunting clothes), two hunting shirts, one light hunting jacket or sweater, one down jacket for
early morning travel in open vehicle, three pairs warm socks, one pair soft comfortable
hunting shoes or boots, one pair camp shoes, one pair gloves and two casual wear shirts.
Toiletries should include sun and windburn cream, malaria tablets, and a chap stick.
HEALTH
Although during the hunting season the chances of contracting malaria are very slim, we
recommend that any prospective hunter consult their doctor about anti-malaria tablets before
planning a safari. Most courses have to be started two weeks prior to arrival, and terminated
at least six weeks after leaving. Our camps and vehicles all carry comprehensive medical
boxes.
CLIMATE
Generally speaking, Southern Africa enjoys bright, sunny days and cool nights. The rainy
season does not generally effect the hunting season but occasionally grey, wet days descend,
only to depart as quickly as they came. The colder months are June/July when jackets are
usually worn during early mornings and discarded a few hours after daybreak. The best
months to hunt are April through to October.
CAMPS
Some of our camps are concrete/ cement chalets under thatched roofs, with hot and cold
running water and flush toilets. They are clean, comfortable and fully furnished with electric
lights and daily laundry service. Other camps are modelled on the traditional East African
tented camps, again with hot and cold running water, flush toilets and electric lights.
LIABILITY
While the operators will do their utmost to ensure against mishaps, losses etc we cannot be
held responsible for any accidents, injury, illness or loss incurred during your safari. Any
safari activity is potentially hazardous and it is essential that all lawful directions and advice
of the safari operator or professional hunter be followed.
RATES INCLUDE





Service of government licensed professional hunter and 4 x 4 vehicle.
Trackers, skinners, camp staff, accommodation, catering, laundry, beer and soft
drinks.
Preparation and preservation of trophies in the field.
Delivery to taxidermist or shipping agent.

RATES DO NOT INCLUDE






Trophy fees for all animals killed or wounded.
Dipping, packing and shipping trophies.
Hotel costs, if any, before or after the safari.
Gratuities or tips are at the hunter’s discretion.
Any air charters.

NOTE




Wounded and lost animals to be paid for in full.
It is a good idea to bring about 30 laminated business cards to tie on your trophies.
Before your safari, be sure of what animals can be hunted in any one area. Therefore,
you will know if you have to change hunting areas and avoid any misunderstanding.

